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I had hoped that this manuscript would prove interesting from reading the Abstract, but I regret to say that I was disappointed. The authors promised to extend the record of sea level change in the Arctic, while decomposing that change into mass and steric components. However, there are numerous problems with the manuscript. The material is disordered; many acronyms are used before they are defined, or not defined at all; ECCO is used without any calibration or validation, assuming it to be somehow "correct", or least better than GRACE; many maps are shown, but no time series; no material comparisons are made with other publications in terms of results, to show whether or how the new material is an improvement over existing results; references and relevant comparisons are missing, such as the work by authors like Laxon and Giles to address between-mission differences in altimetric height measurements; prior
results describing Arctic mass changes from GRACE are not discussed (work by Morison); there are incorrect statements like "mass change (also called Ocean Bottom Pressure" and "ASL measured by satellite altimetry is measured relative to the Earth’s center".

Again with regret - this work reads like a technical report that has not properly matured into a scientific study, and I do not think that it merits publication.